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Abstract
The Integrated Safety Assessment Model
(ISAM) is being developed to provide a baseline risk
assessment for the National Airspace System and to
evaluate safety implications of proposed changes.
The causal risk model in ISAM is a hybrid model of
event sequence diagrams (ESDs) and fault trees and
represents accident and incident scenarios. ISAM
contains several thousand parameters. This paper
evaluates the significance of these parameters within
the model with respect to several importance metrics
in order to identify the most important parameters.
The analyses are conducted for pivoting events and
underlying fault tree events of individual ESD as well
as across all ESDs based on both the accident
frequency and the fatality frequency.

Introduction
The national air transportation system provides
an extremely safe mode of transportation. As the
system evolves, changes to the system – for example,
new procedures and technologies or gradual shifts in
traffic or aircraft equipage – have the potential to
alter the level of safety. The Integrated Safety
Assessment Model (ISAM) [1] is being developed by
the FAA to provide a baseline risk assessment for the
National Airspace System and to evaluate safety
implications of proposed changes, such as NextGen
operational improvements.
The model architecture of ISAM includes a set
of event-sequence diagrams (ESDs) and supporting
fault trees. Each event-sequence diagram represents a
different initiating event – for example, an incorrect
configuration during take-off – and provides an
estimate for the risk related to the initiating event
based on enumerating a sequence of pivoting events
that may subsequently occur. A pivoting event is a
downstream branching point in the tree – for
example, whether or not the flight crew rejects the
take-off. Each path through the tree then terminates at
an end event, representing either a safe outcome or
some type of incident or accident, such as a runway
excursion.

ISAM contains thousands of parameters
representing probabilities within the event trees and
fault trees. These parameters must be populated with
numerical values. The objective of this paper is to
conduct a sensitivity analysis of parameters within
ISAM in order to identify the most important
parameters. Such an analysis can be used to guide
future data collection and research efforts – for
example, to prioritize efforts on accurately
quantifying parameters that have a significant impact
on the final safety outputs. The analysis in this paper
considers multiple importance metrics to identify
parameters that consistently rate as having a high
impact across all metrics. A common-event analysis
is also conducted across all event sequences
simultaneously to identify parameters that have the
most impact on the overall safety.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Further details of ISAM are described in the next
section. Then the importance measures and analysis
methodology are described. Results are given first for
individual event-sequence diagrams. Then results are
given across the ISAM model as a whole. Finally,
results are given to identify the most important
parameters within the underlying fault trees. The last
section provides conclusions.

Integrated Safety Assessment Model
The Integrated Safety Assessment Model [1]
provides a baseline estimate of risk for the National
Airspace System using a causal risk model. ISAM
also has several models that are combined to develop
a future risk forecast. These include a program model
of NextGen improvements and their impacts, several
future traffic forecasts, a model of hazards and their
relationships to initiating events in the ISAM fault
trees, and an influence model that links those hazards
to historical risks and can be used to estimate the
impact of future operational changes on risk. The
causal model of ISAM is structurally based on the
Causal model for Air Transportation Safety [2,3] and
the Integrated Risk Picture [4], but is modified and
adapted to represent scenarios in the United States.
Some preliminary versions of the ESDs used in

ISAM are giiven in [5]. ISAM is listed
d as one of 21
2
recommended methods and toolssets for rissk
assessment in
n air transpo
ortation for th
he FAA [6]. A
related model in [7] usses Bayesian
n networks to
develop a safety
s
model using Air Traffic Safeety
Action Progrram data.

frequeencies of the initiating eveents and the eend states
consisstent. (There are more unkknown pivotiing-event
probabbilities than constraints, so some aadditional
constrraints are obtaained by makking some assuumptions
to “evvenly distribuute” the proobabilities am
mong the
pivotinng events.)

ISAM consists of two
o main modells, a causal rissk
model and an influencee model. Th
he causal rissk
model, which is a hybrid
d model of event-sequenc
e
ce
diagrams an
nd fault trees (Figure 1), represen
nts
accident and
d incident scenarios
s
and
d provides an
a
estimate of th
he baseline risk. The influ
uence model is
used to captu
ure the effeccts of NextGeen Operation
nal
Improvementts on safety related even
nts. This pap
per
considers a sensitivity
s
an
nalysis of thee causal mod
del
only.

Table 1. E
Example ESD
Ds in ISAM
ESD

Initiatingg Event

US 011 Aircraft systeem failure duriing take-off
US 022 Air-traffic-coontrol event duuring take-off
⁞

⁞

US 199 Unstable appproach
US 211

Aircraft weigght and balance outside limits during
approach

⁞

⁞

US 422 Landing on a taxiway
US 433 Landing on tthe wrong runw
way

Figu
ure 1. Examp
ple of hybrid model
The cau
usal model co
ontains a totaal of 35 even
ntsequence diagrams and associated fault trees to
capture all po
ossible accideent scenarios. Each ESD has
a unique initiiating event (Table
(
1 gives a partial listt).
A full list of
o the initiatiing events iss given in th
he
Appendix. (T
The numberin
ng is not con
nsecutive; theere
are 35 ESDss even though
h the numberring goes up to
43.) Each ESD
E
contain
ns several en
nd states an
nd
multiple interrmediate pivo
oting events.
As show
wn in Figure 2, the initiaating event an
nd
end states arre quantified as frequenciies (events per
p
flight). Thee pivoting events
e
are quantified as
conditional probabilities.
p
Frequencies
F
of
o the initiatin
ng
events and end
e states aree generated using
u
historiccal
accident and
d incident infformation, such as Nation
nal
Transportatio
on Safety Bo
oard data, Accident/Incideent
Data System
m, Service Diifficulty Repo
orts, and possthoc interprettation of radaar surveillancce collected by
b
the FAA Thee pivoting-eveent probabilitties are inferreed
by solving a system of
o equations to make th
he

Figu
ure 2. Princip
ple of how ES
SDs are constructed

Impoortance M
Measures
Inn order to ideentify importtant parameteers within
ISAM
M, importance measures froom probabilistic safety
assesssment are appplied. Variouss importance m
measures
have bbeen introducced and used for several deecades in
risk aanalysis (e.g. [8]-[10]). R
Ref. [11] sum
mmarizes
severaal measures to identify important eevents in
compllex systems. We apply hhere three coommonly
used m
measures, shoown in Table 2. To define notation,
let
be the state of event i, w
where
1g
generally
corressponds to thhe failure off event i annd
0
generaally corresponnds to the suuccess of eveent i. Let
denote thhe frequency of accidentts in the
baselinne case, wherre all probabiilities in the m
model are
populaated with theeir baseline vvalues. Let
0
and
1 deno
ote the frequeencies of acccidents in

the case that the probability of a single event i is
changed from its baseline value to zero and one
respectively.
The Fussell-Vesely (FV) metric measures the
percent change in accident frequency when the
probability of a particular event becomes zero. The
Risk-Achievement-Worth (RAW) metric compares
the accident frequency when one of the events is set
to 1 (typically a failed condition) to the accident
frequency in the baseline case. Lastly, the BirnbaumImportance (BI) metric measures the difference in the
accident frequencies between the cases when a single
probability is set to 1 and when it is set to 0.
Table 2. Importance Measures
Measure

Principle
0

Fussell-Vesely (FV)
Risk Achievement Worth
(RAW)

1

Birnbaum Importance (BI)

1

0

We apply the importance measures in Table 2 to
each of the pivoting events in an ESD (not including
the initiating event), and then rank the pivoting
events for each ESD in order of significance. We
apply the same method to the fault trees to rank the
importance of fault-tree events. Fault trees are
located underneath each pivoting event and
underneath each initiating event.
The importance measures explained so far are
highly dependent on the baseline probabilities of
events inferred by historical accident data, which
may not be perfectly representative of the true
accident frequencies, since accidents in air
transportation are very rare events. In particular,
some of the end-event frequencies are populated with
zero values, since no accidents have been historically
observed for some specific paths in the event trees.
But this does not mean that the true probabilities are
zero – that is, such event sequences might still occur
in the future.
Factorial design can be used to generate an
importance measure that is less sensitive to the
baseline values. Factorial design analyzes the effects
of multiple factors on the responses, or dependent
variables. Each factor usually has two levels, a high

value and a low value. In a full-factorial design, an
experiment is conducted for all 2n combinations of
levels that each factor can have, where n is the
number of factors or parameters. We perform the
factorial design method on each ESD in ISAM for the
purpose of finding events that have larger main
effects on accident scenarios than others. Some
recent studies to evaluate the sensitivity of
parameters within safety models in air transportation
using factorial design are [12], [13]. The detailed
method is as follows:
 Define low and high probabilities for each
event (e.g., in this paper, the low value is 0
and the high value is 1).
 Compute the accident frequency for all
combinations (2n) of event probabilities.
 Compute the main effect of each pivoting
event by subtracting the average accident
frequency for an event with its low
probability from the average accident
frequency for an event with its high
probability.
 Rank the effects of events in each ESD.
This method is applied to the pivoting events in
the ESDs, but not to the underlying fault trees, since
the number of combinations to be analyzed increases
exponentially with the number of factors. There are
many more parameters in the fault trees than the
event trees. While the results of this approach do not
depend on the baseline values, the results do depend
on the particular high and low values chosen in the
first step.

Results on Individual ESDs
Accident Frequency Based Results
Importance measure and factorial design
methods are conducted for all 35 ESDs in ISAM, one
at a time. The full results for one sample ESD (Figure
3) are presented in this section, and then overall
results across all ESDs are summarized. The first
ESD (US-01) involves an aircraft system failure
during take-off as the initiating event.
First, the importance measures are computed for
each pivoting event in each ESD, and the pivoting
events are ranked based on each measure. Figure 4
shows ranks of the pivoting events in the sample ESD
based on the importance measures and factorial

design analy
ysis. The rank
ks based on RAW, BI an
nd
factorial desiign look very
y similar, wh
hereas the ran
nk
from FV is qu
uite different.

S
ESD
Figure 3. Sample
The FV
V measure identifies
i
thrree events as
significant (b
b1, c1, and e2)
e and all other
o
events as
equally unim
mportant. In fact, the FV
F importancce
measures forr some eventss are numericcally zero. Th
his
shows a limiitation of thee FV measuree as applied to
ISAM. Only
y three pivotting events among
a
the 11
1
events have a non-zero baseline
b
probability and th
he
other eight haave a zero pro
obability. Fro
om Table 2, th
he
FV measure is zero for pivoting ev
vents in whicch
he same as
0 – i.e., for pivotin
ng
is th
events havin
ng a zero probability.
p
Thus,
T
the FV
F
measure has a limitation for
f the sensitiv
vity analysis of
ESDs in ISA
AM since therre are many pivoting
p
even
nts
with zero pro
obability. Thu
us, this measu
ure is not useed
in most of thee analysis.

‘Flighht crew does nnot maintain ccontrol after llifting off
(d5)’. RAW and B
BI show a veery similar raanking of
pivotinng events nott only in the sample ESD
D but also
acrosss the other ES
SDs of ISAM..
T
The factorial design rankiing is also similar to
these two rankingss. Based on a 0-1 factoriaal design
(wheree 0 is the low probabiliity for each pivoting
event and 1 is thee high valuee), ‘Aircraft does not
rotate and lift offf (c2)’ and ‘F
Flight crew does not
maintaain control affter lifting offf (d5)’ are inddicated as
the m
most significcant events in the ESD
D, while
‘Rejeccted take-offf at high speeed (c1)’ andd ‘Flight
crew does not maaintain contrrol after a ffailure of
liftingg off (d4)’ aare the leasst important pivoting
eventss. As shown in Figure 4,, the most siignificant
pivotinng events ideentified by thhe 0-1 factorial design
analyssis are the sam
me as the onees based on tthe RAW
and B I importance measures, evven though thhe rest of
the ppivoting evennts are rankked differenttly. This
phenoomenon occurrs frequently tthroughout alll ESDs.
L
Looking acrooss all ESD
Ds in ISAM
M, a key
observvation is that ESDs with thhe same structture have
similaar rankings off events, based on the RAW
W and BI
measuures. For exam
mple, the strructure of thee ESD in
Figuree 3 (US-01) is identical tto the structuure of six
other ESDs, such aas US-02 andd US-05. Theese seven
ESDs are describinng possible aaccident scennarios for
the taake-off phasee with differrent initiatingg events.
Whilee the numericaal values in thhe ESDs are ddifferent,
the sam
me pivoting eevents, c2 annd d5, are idenntified as
the moost significannt ones in the seven ESDs, based on
the RA
AW and BI m
measures.
T
The 0-1 factoorial design analysis alsso shows
similaar results forr similar ESD
D structures.. This is
becausse the factorrial design oonly dependss on the
structuure of the ES
SDs because 0 and 1 probbabilities
are asssumed. Figuure 5 showss more exam
mples of
comm
mon results byy ESD structuure, based on RAW/BI
import
rtance measuures and the 0-1 factoriaal design
analyssis. Yellow boxes indicaate significannt events
and grrey ones indiccate less signiificant eventss.

Figuree 4. Result Ranks of Sample ESD
From th
he other two measures,
m
RA
AW and BI, th
he
most significcant pivoting events in th
he sample ES
SD
are ‘Aircraftt does not ro
otate and liftt off (c2)’ an
nd

F
For a given strructure, a pivoting event iss selected
as thee most signnificant if thhe pivoting event is
observved as the firrst rank in a majority of tthe ESDs
by thee RAW, BI and 0-1 facttorial design analysis.
The E
ESD on the topp panel of Figgure 5, for exxample, is
the seecond-most frrequently useed structure in ISAM,
and iss used for evvents initiateed in the landding and
approaach phase. W
Within this sttructure, ‘Flight crew

does not inittiate rejected approach (b1)’ and ‘Flig
ght
crew does not maintaain control after rejecteed
approach (c2
2)’ are the tw
wo most signiificant pivotin
ng
events, whille ‘Structurall failure afteer off-nomin
nal
landing with
hout rejected
d approach (f1)’ is leaast
important.

measuures are com
mputed withh respect too fatality
frequeency rather than accident fr
frequency.
W
We note thaat the histooric accidentt fatality
probabbilities vary depending oon accident sscenarios
even iif the accidennt types, e.g.,, over-run or veer-off,
are thhe same. In pparticular, som
me accident sscenarios
have a zero fatalityy probabilityy. Rather thann using a
zero ffatality probbability, the average of non-zero
fatalityy probabilitiees for the sam
me type of acccident is
used ffor the fatalityy frequency.
S
Solid lines inn Figure 6 iillustrate the fatalityfrequeency based rranks of pivvoting eventts in the
sampl e ESD basedd on the BI measure andd the 0-1
factoriial design aanalysis. Botth measures indicate
‘Flighht crew does nnot maintain ccontrol after llifting off
(d5)’ aas the most ssignificant piivoting eventss. As the
secondd most impportant evennt, however, the BI
measuure identifies ‘Aircraft dooes not rotatee and lift
off (cc2)’, while th
the 0-1 factoorial design indicates
‘Flighht crew does nnot maintain control after a failure
of liftiing off (d4)’.

Figure 5. Common
C
Resu
ults by Struccture of ESDs

Fatality Freequency Bassed Results
All resu
ults shown so
o far are baseed on accideent
ffrequency – that
t is, where the importan
nce measures in
Table 2 are calculated
c
baased on chang
ges to the tottal
accident freq
quency in a given
g
ESD (ii.e., identifyin
ng
which end events
e
in an ESD classify
y as accidentts,
and adding
g up their respective frequenciess).
However, not
n
all accid
dents are th
he same. For
example, a collision with the ground iss different thaan
a runway excursion.
e
In
n order to distinguish
d
th
he
consequences of differentt accidents, accident fataliity
probability data,
d
which shows
s
the prrobability of a
fatality when
n a given ty
ype of accid
dent in ISAM
M
occurs, is useed. Each accid
dent frequenccy is multiplieed
by a fatalitty probabilitty to produ
uce a fataliity
frequency. All
A other dataa and the log
gic of analyssis
remain the same as beforre, but now the
t importancce

Figurre 6. Rank Coomparison (F
Fatality vs. A
Accident)
C
Compared too the accideent frequenccy based
resultss (dotted linees in Figure 6), ‘Flight crrew does
not maaintain controol after liftingg off (d5)’ reemains as
the m
most significcant pivoting event froom both
measuures, whereas the remaininng pivoting events are
rankedd quite differrently from thhe accident fr
frequency
based results. ‘Fligght crew doess not maintainn control
after a failure of liifting off (d4)’, for instancce, is the
least significant ppivoting evennt from the accident
frequeency based 0-1 factoriial design analysis.
Howevver, it is the ssecond most iimportant eveent based
on fattality frequenncy. As anothher example, uusing the
BI meeasure, eventt d4 is rankeed as least iimportant
using the accident--based resultss, while eventts b1, c1,

e2, e4 and d4
4 are all rank
ked as least im
mportant usin
ng
the fatality-based results.
In generral, the fataliity-based resu
ults are simillar
to but not exactly
e
the same as the accident-baseed
results. Many
y of the mostt significant pivoting
p
even
nts
in the accid
dent-based results remain as significaant
events in the fatality-based results. Thee fatality-baseed
analysis ten
nds to identify moree events as
insignificant.. Even though some ES
SDs share th
he
same structu
ure, the fatality-based ressults can yieeld
different resu
ults within th
he same stru
ucture group –
more so than
n was observ
ved with the accident-baseed
results. Thu
us, it canno
ot be conclu
uded that th
he
structure of the ESD alonee determines the importancce
of events. In
n particular, the fatality--based metrics
provide morre precision in identifyiing significaant
events over th
he accident-b
based metrics..

Analysis across
a
ESD
Ds
The methodologies
m
discussed so far on
nly
consider im
mportance measures
m
witth respect to
individual ESDs, analyzeed one at a time. System
mwide effects are not conssidered. In IS
SAM, there are
a
many pivotin
ng events thaat appear mu
ultiple times in
multiple ESD
Ds. Some eveents even app
pear more thaan
once in the same
s
ESD. IS
SAM containss a total of 20
05
pivoting even
nt nodes. Bu
ut there are only
o
27 uniqu
ue
labels for theese 205 eventts. Table 3 sh
hows the labeels
of the 10 mo
ost frequently
y used pivotiing events an
nd
the number of
o occurrencess in ISAM.

Methoodology
E
Events that apppear multiplle times acrooss ESDs
may bbe more impoortant than eveents appearinng in only
one E
ESD, since tthe common events are involved
more ffrequently in accident scennarios. In ordder to see
whichh pivoting evvents are m
more significant with
respecct to all possible accidennts, a commoon event
sensitiivity analysiss is conductted. This is done by
compuuting the reelative changge in total accident
frequeency after increasing tthe probabillities of
pivotinng events thhat have thee same labell by 1%
simulttaneously acrooss all ESDs..
35

Sensiitivit y 

  NewAccFreq   BaseAccFFre q  
i

i 1

i

35

 BaseeAccFre q 
i 1

i

F
For instance, the label off ‘Air trafficc control
does not resolve the conflict’’ appears foour times
acrosss ESDs, i.e. in US-31, 32, 35 and 36. We
increaase the probabilities of these eventss by 1%
simulttaneously, annd then evaaluate new accident
frequeencies of the ESDs. Figuree 7 shows an example
of how
w the calculattion is carriedd out.

Table 3. Common La
abels of Pivotting Events
Lab
bel of Pivoting
g Events

# of Obss.

Flight crew does
d
not maintaain control

75

Sufficient braaking not accomplished

32

Insufficient runway
r
length remaining

27

Aircraft doess not rotate and
d lift off

9

Flight crew rejects
r
take-offf

9

Rejected takee-off at high sp
peed (V > V1)

9

Aircraft doess not land on ru
unway

5

Aircraft lan
nds outside nominal
n
landiing
parameters

5

Structural faiilure

5

Air traffic co
ontrol does not resolve conflicct

4

Figu re 7. Commoon Event Sen
nsitivity Calcculation

Discu
ussion on “C
Common Labels”
B
Before givingg results, we nnote that all rresults in
this ssection rely on an assum
mption that pivoting
eventss with the saame label aree treated in a similar
manneer, even if theey are locatedd in different places in
ISAM
M. In actuallity, each ppivoting eveent is a
condittional probabbility that deppends on thee specific
sequennce of eventts leading uup to that evvent. For
exampple, referring back to Figuure 3, pivotinng events
d1 andd d2 have the same label oof ‘Insufficiennt runway
lengthh remaining’, but eventt d1 occurs after a
rejecteed take-off aat high speeed whereas eevent d2
occurss after a rejeccted take-off aat low speed. So these

pivoting eveents are interrpreted differrently and are
a
In
expected to have
h
differentt numerical probabilities.
p
a similar maanner, the ab
bility of the flight crew to
maintain con
ntrol can be different
d
in different
d
phases
of flight. Figure
F
8 illu
ustrates this phenomeno
on,
showing som
me examples of same-lab
bel events an
nd
how the prob
babilities of these
t
events are
a different at
different locaations within ISAM.

the prrobabilities oof the pivotinng events inccrease by
1%. ‘F
Flight crew oor vehicle drriver does noot resolve
the coonflict’ and ‘Flight crew
w does not maintain
controol’ are the nnext two mosst important pivoting
eventss among 27 uniquely labbeled pivotingg events.
Some common pivvoting events, i.e. ‘Flight ccrew does
not in itiate rejectedd approach’ aand ‘Rejectedd take-off
at highh speed (V > V1)’, have a negative seensitivity,
whichh means that tthe accident frequency is expected
to go down if thee probabilities of these evvents are
increaased.
Tab
ble 4. Resultss of Common
n-Event Senssitivity
Label of Pivooting Events
Air traaffic control dooes not resolve the
conflicct
Flight crew or vehiclle driver does nnot
resolvee the conflict

Figure 8. Va
arious Probabilities of Common Eventts
What iss being assum
med here is not
n that sam
melabel events are exactlyy the same. Rather, it is
assumed thatt a relative ch
hange in one event
e
affects all
a
the others in the same waay (i.e., a 1% change in on
ne
event coincid
des with a 1% change in
n all of them
m.)
This does no
ot require the baseline prob
babilities to be
b
the same. Piv
voting events having the saame label ofteen
have the sam
me underlying
g fault tree sttructure, whicch
means that th
he pivoting ev
vents occur due
d to the sam
me
causes in diifferent conditions. Thus, if a pivotin
ng
event is imprroved in one situation, thee other pivotin
ng
events with the same laabel might be
b expected to
improve as well.
w
For exaample, trainin
ng on rejecteed
take-offs might shift thee probabilitiees for all succh
he baseline prrobabilities are
a
related eventts, even if th
different. In summary, we
w acknowled
dge that this is
not a perffect assump
ption. But the opposiite
assumption – that same-llabel events are
a completeely
independent – is probablly not accuraate either. Th
he
truth is som
mewhere in th
he middle. A more criticcal
evaluation off this assump
ption is a sub
bject for futu
ure
work.

Results
Table 4 shows the top
p 10 events, as
a identified by
b
the sensitivitty analysis. The
T pivoting
g event of ‘aair
traffic contro
ol does not resolve
r
the conflict’
c
is th
he
most significcant event, which
w
increasses the overaall
accident freq
quency prediccted by ISAM
M by 0.622% as

Flight crew does nott maintain conttrol

Sensi-tivity

# of
Obs.

%
0.622%

4

0.606%
%

2

0.187%
%

75

Flight crew does nott detect and
extingu
guish fire
Flight crew does nott initiate rejecteed
approaach
Rejectted take-off at hhigh speed (V >
V1)

0.076%
%

1

%
-0.069%

4

%
-0.065%

9

Sufficiient braking noot accomplisheed

0.054%
%

32

Aircraaft lands outsidde nominal landding
param
meters

%
0.054%

5

Insuffi
ficient runway llength remainiing

0.035%
%

27

Flight crew rejects taake-off

0.020%
%

9

N
Not surprisinggly, many of the events inn Table 3
(i.e., events appeearing multipple times thhroughout
ISAM
M) appear in thhe list of mosst significant events in
Table 4 with resspect to the sensitivity analysis.
Neverrtheless, theree are some eevents that aappear in
Table 4 even thouugh they apppear only onee or two
times throughout IISAM – e.g., ‘flight crew does not
detectt and extinguiish fire’. Thiis can be expllained by
considdering the bbase accidentt frequenciess of the
ESDs themselves.. Some ESD
Ds count more than
otherss, so a criticaal event within an ESD thhat has a
(relativvely) high accident freqquency can rank as
signifi
ficant.
F
Figure 9 show
ws the base aaccident freqquency of
each E
ESD in ISAM
M. (Note: ESD
Ds that are noot shown
in thee figure havee a zero acccident frequency.) As

shown in thee figure, morre than 50% of
o accidents in
the National Airspace Sy
ystem occurrred due to th
he
scenarios in the ESD US3
36 whose inittiating event is
‘Conflict on taxiway or apron’, and the two mo
ost
sensitive com
mmon pivoting events, i.e. ‘Air trafffic
control does not resolve th
he conflict’ an
nd ‘Flight creew
or vehicle driver
d
does not resolve the conflictt’,
appear in the ESD US36.

respecctively. The llatter two eveents appear iin one of
the m
more complicaated ESD strructures (top panel of
Figuree 5), whereas the former evvent appears in a very
simplee ESD structuure. Thus, thee complexity of ESDs,
in whiich a commoon pivoting eevent appears, reduces
the sennsitivity of thhe event.
T
Table 5 show
ws the comm
mon-event seensitivity
resultss based on the fatality frequency, w
which is
describbed in the prrevious sectioon. ‘Flight crrew does
not innitiate rejectedd approach’ iis the most siignificant
pivotinng event folllowed by ‘F
Flight crew does not
maintaain control’. Most of thhe top 10 siignificant
pivotinng events in tthe fatality-baased sensitivity results
are alsso in the top 10 list in the accident-baseed results
(compparing Tables 4 and 5).
Tablee 5. Fatality b
based Comm
mon Event Seensitivity
Sensi-tivity

Label of Pivooting Events

Figure 9.. Base Accideent Frequenccy of ESDs
More generally,
g
thee sensitivity of a commo
on
pivoting eveent is related
d to the sum
m of accideent
frequencies of
o ESDs in which
w
the eveent appears. As
A
shown in Fig
gure 10, this sum
s
tends to decrease
d
as th
he
sensitivity off the event deccreases.

# of
Obs.

Flight crew does nnot initiate rejjected
%
-0.525%
approaach

4

Flight crew does nott maintain conttrol

0.498%
%

75

Sufficiient braking noot accomplisheed

0.174%
%

32

Air traaffic control ddoes not resolvve the
0.163%
%
conflicct
Aircraaft lands outsidde nominal laanding
0.130%
%
param
meters
Flight crew does no t execute avoiidance
%
0.129%
maneuuver successfullly

4
5
1

Insuffi
ficient runway llength remainiing

0.082%
%

27

Flight crew does
extingu
guish fire

%
0.081%

1

-0.055%
%

5

Flight crew does nott execute windd shear
%
0.042%
escapee maneuver

1

not detect

Structuural failure

and

Anallysis for F
Fault Treess
Figure 10.. Sensitivity vs
v Accident Frequencies
F
One more
m
possiblee factor thaat affects th
he
sensitivity of
o a commo
on pivoting event is th
he
complexity of
o ESDs inclu
uding the event. The sum of
base acciden
nt frequenciess for the 4th most commo
on
pivoting eveent, ‘Flight crew
c
does not
n detect an
nd
extinguish fire’, is less th
han those for the 5th and 8th
most commo
on pivoting events, whicch are ‘Flig
ght
crew does not initiatee rejected approach’
a
an
nd
‘Aircraft lands outside no
ominal landin
ng parameterrs’

F
Fault trees aare placed unnder every initiating
event and pivotingg event in ISA
AM. These treees serve
as subb-models to determine thhe probabilitiees of the
pivotinng events. T
This section considers a similar
sensitiivity analysiss for fault treees. The methhodology
is the same as befoore, but applied to the noddes in the
fault trees ratherr than to tthe pivotingg events.
Factorrial-design annalysis is noot done here, because
the nuumber of fauult-tree elemeents (on the order of
thousaands) makes tthe number oof combinatioons to try
too coomputationallyy challengingg.

Results of Individual ESD
An importance-measure analysis is conducted
for all fault tree events in each individual ESD. The
number of fault-tree events under an initiating event
or a pivoting event varies from a few to more than
one hundred. Due to the structure of the fault trees
and the baseline probabilities, many of the fault tree
events in an ESD have the same computed
importance measure, so an explicit ranking of fault
tree events is not very useful. Instead, we present
high level findings.
 Fault-tree events under the initiating event
tend to be more significant, provided the
accident frequency of the ESD is non-zero.
 Most of the fault trees are composed of
“or” gates. But if there is an “and” gate in
a fault tree, events below the “and” gate
are much less significant. This is because a
failure of the “and” gate only occurs if
every event underneath it fails, so each
sub-event is less important.
 Importance measures are the same for fault
tree events under a pivoting event that has
a zero probability. Also, if the accident
frequency for an ESD is zero, fault-tree
events under the initiating event are all
zero.

Results across ESDs

frequency increases by 0.622%. Most of the
significant fault tree events appear a relatively small
number of times throughout all ESDs.
Table 6. Common Labels of Fault Tree Events
Label of Fault Tree Events

# of Obs.

No warning system in place-flight crew

200

Warning system fails to give warning-flight
crew
Warning system gives erroneous warningflight crew

200
200

Inadequate flight-crew procedures

197

Ineffective flight-crew cockpit resource
management

197

Flight-crew technical equipment failure

196

Other system provides incorrect
information-flight crew

181

Poor manual flight control

156

Poor automated systems management

155

Aircraft state inhibiting ability to maintain
control
Environmental factors inhibiting ability to
maintain control
Maintenance conducted incorrectly

77
76
56

Table 7. Results of Fault Tree Event Sensitivity
Label of Fault Tree Events

Sensitivity

# of
Obs.

A similar analysis of common events is
conducted for fault-tree events across all ESDs in
ISAM. As discussed previously, pivoting events with
the same label have the same underlying fault tree.
Even though there are 3,454 fault-tree event nodes in
ISAM, there are only 226 unique labels for these
events. 133 of these labels appear more than once,
while the rest are unique. Table 6 shows the 12 most
frequently appearing labels.

Avoidance essential

0.622%

4

Conflict in non-movement area

0.412%

1

Avoidance action creates new conflict

0.211%

4

0.112%

33

0.111%

2

Table 7 shows the top ten fault-tree events as
identified by the sensitivity analysis. The event
‘Avoidance essential’ is the most significant event.
This node describes a situation where corrective
action must be taken to prevent an accident – e.g.,
two aircraft are on course for a collision, so some
type of avoidance is necessary to avoid the accident.
The interpretation of the sensitivity value is that if the
failure probability of every node in ISAM with this
label is increased by 1%, then the overall accident

Other aircraft deviation

0.111%

4

Situation exceeds capability to correct

0.107%

11

0.106%

2

0.106%

2

0.106%

2

Communications technical equipment
failure
Incorrect flight crew/driver response to
controller action

Flight crew/driver fails to take correct
avoidance action
Flight crew/driver misjudges avoidance
action
Flight crew fails to take correct
avoidance action

Conclusions
This paper presented multiple metrics for
sensitivity analysis of event sequence diagrams for
aircraft accident scenarios, which are developed in
ISAM. The sensitivity analyses are conducted for
pivoting events and underlying fault tree events of
individual ESD as well as across 35 ESDs based on
both accident frequency and fatality frequency to
identify the most important events. For individual
ESD analysis, three importance measures and
factorial design analysis are performed to rank
pivoting events and fault tree events separately in
each ESD, while the common-event sensitivity is
measured across all 35 ESDs.
For individual ESDs, the accident-based analysis
highlights the significance of the ESD structure.
ESDs with the same structure tend to have the same
pivoting events that are identified as most important,
even though the numerical values within the trees are
different. The fatality-based analysis yields a similar
result, but the commonality among same-structure
ESDs is not as pronounced. The higher fidelity of the
data (quantifying different types of accidents by their
fatality rates) provides more precision in identifying
important pivoting events.
For the sensitivity analysis across all ESDs the
assumption that events having the same label are
really the same was made even though the
interpretations of events may vary in different places
of ISAM. Events may be evaluated as important for a
variety of reasons: They may create a significant
effect within an important ESD (i.e. one that
contributes significantly to the total fatality/accident
metric), or they may appear multiple times
throughout ISAM. A relationship between the
number of observations and the importance of an
event is not clearly detected. Many important pivotal
events in the single-ESD analysis are also significant
in the common event analysis – for example, ‘Air
traffic control does not resolve the conflict’, ‘Flight
crew does not maintain control’, ‘Sufficient braking
not accomplished’, ‘Insufficient runway length
remaining.’ To a lesser extent, a similar observation
is made for fault tree events. Top events for fault
trees include ‘Communications technical equipment
failure’, ‘Other aircraft deviation’, and ‘Situation
exceeds capability to correct’. For pivotal events, the
top 10 list is similar using accident and fatality

metrics, but this was not observed for the fault-tree
events.
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Appendix I
35 Event Sequence Diagrams in ISAM
ESD

Initiating Event

US 06 Aircraft takes off with contaminated flight surface
US 08 Aircraft encounters wind shear after rotation
US 09 Single engine failure during take off
US 10 Pitch control problem during take-off
US 11 Fire onboard aircraft
US 12 Flight crew member spatially disoriented
US 13 Flight control system failure
US 14 Flight crew member incapacitation
US 15 Ice accretion on aircraft in flight
US 16 Airspeed, altitude or attitude display failure
US 17 Aircraft encounters adverse weather
US 18 Single engine failure in flight
US 19 Unstable approach
Aircraft weight and balance outside limits during
US 21
approach
Aircraft encounters wind shear during approach or
US 23
landing
Aircraft handling by flight crew inappropriate during
US 25
flare
Aircraft handling by flight crew inappropriate during
US 26
landing roll
Aircraft directional control related systems failure during
US 27
landing roll
US 31 Aircraft are positioned on collision course in flight
US 32 Runway incursion involving a conflict
US 33 Cracks in aircraft pressure boundary
US 35 Conflict with terrain or obstacle imminent
US 36 Conflict on taxiway or apron
US 37 Wake vortex encounter
US 38 Loss of control due to poor airmanship
Runway incursion involving incorrect presence of single
US 39
aircraft for takeoff
US 40 Air-traffic-control event during landing
US 41 Taking off from a taxiway

US 01 Aircraft system failure during take-off

US 42 Landing on a taxiway

US 02 Air-traffic-control event during take-off
Aircraft directional control by flight crew inappropriate
US 03
during take-off
Aircraft directional control related system failure during
US 04
take-off
US 05 Incorrect configuration during take-off

US 43 Landing on the wrong runway
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